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Time-dependent extinction rate and species abundance in a tangled-nature model
of biological evolution
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We present a model of evolutionary ecology consisting of a web of interacting individuals, a tangle-nature
model. The reproduction rate of individuals characterized by their genome depends on the composition of the
population in genotype space. Ecological features such as the taxonomy and the macroevolutionary mode of
the dynamics are emergent properties. The macrodynamics exhibit intermittent two-mode switching with a
gradually decreasing extinction rate. The generated ecologies become gradually better adapted as well as more
complex in a collective sense. The form of the species abundance curve compares well with observed func-
tional forms. The model’s error threshold can be understood in terms of the characteristics of the two dynami-
cal modes of the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics and organization of biological ecosyste
is a fascinating example of complex interacting systems w
many levels of emerging structure and time scales. Biolo
cal evolution creates intricate taxonomic hierarchies pres
ably as an effect of mutation, natural selection, and the
suing adaptation. Taxonomic structures from the level
individuals through species and genera up to kingdoms
generated and vanish again in a never ending succes
Different strata in the hierarchy are described by very diff
ent time scales and with very different types of dynamics.
the level of individuals, fairly well defined characteristic life
times exist for each specific type~species! and the population
dynamics can be considered smooth. This picture change
one considers the system at the more coarse grained lev
species and genera. The lifetime distribution of, e.g., gen
is broad~see, e.g., Ref.@1#! and the dynamics is intermitten
@2–5#. In the spirit of the traditional approach of statistic
mechanics it is interesting to consider models, defined
microscopic level, which are able to reproduce the la
scale temporal and taxonomic structures.

In the present paper we consider a model of individu
identified solely by their genome. The model was introduc
in Ref. @6# ~where we presented a discussion of the qual
tive features! under the name the tangled-nature~TaNa!
model with an allusion to Darwin’s notion of theTangled
Bank to stress the model’s emphasis on ecological inter
tions. We combine ecology with evolution by consideri
interacting individuals that can multiply~sexually or asexu-
ally! subject, potentially, to mutations. The size of the to
population fluctuates, the average being controlled by
amount of available resources. From these three minima
gredients emerge segregation in genome space, to be
preted as the appearance of species, and a complex inte
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tent dynamics, to be interpreted as extinction and crea
events at the higher taxonomic levels. The entire taxono
hierarchy is an emergent property of the dynamics at
microscopic level of individuals. We characterize the co
figurations generated in genotype space in terms of the
cies abundance curve, and find a good qualitative agreem
with the functional form typically found for real ecosystem
The intermittent dynamics is characterized by the statistic
the duration of the quasistable epochs or in other words
waiting times between transitions. We find a broad distrib
tion of durations and observe a gradual change of the ave
extinction rate. No stationary state is ever reached.

Related models

Many mathematical models of biological evolution ha
been developed according to the usual statistical mecha
agenda of generating the macroscopic complex beha
from simplistic microscopic definitions. An elegant review
this endeavor has recently been given by Drossel@7#. For
reviews from a more biological point of view, see, e.g., t
two excellent papers by Burt@8# and Leroi@9#. Here we limit
ourselves to a discussion of similarities and differences
tween our model and related studies.

Let us first mention models that define the ecosystem
terms of individuals. Higgs and Derrida@10# studied specia-
tion in a model consisting of a fixed number of individua
Each individual is represented by a genome modeled a
string of zeros or ones, like in Eigen and co-workers’ semi
work on quasispecies@11#. Higgs and Derrida demonstrate
that a sexually reproducing population breaks up into disti
species when only individuals with a sufficiently similar g
nome sequence are allowed to produce offspring. This ag
with a large bulk of experimental work@12#. Gavrilets and
co-workers@13–15# have made use of similar models gene
alized in particular to be able to study geographical and te
poral aspects of speciation. These studies differ from our
assuming a fixed population size and by defining a fitn
function for pairs of individuals that is constant if the Ham
ming distance between the genomes of two individuals

ail
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small enough, and zero otherwise. Our model allows the t
size of the population to fluctuate and the fitness of pairs
individuals ~or in the asexual case single individuals! de-
pends on the composition of the population at a given ins
in time.

It is also important to mention the fitness landscape
proach first pioneered by Wright@16,17#, who considered
gene frequencies, and was brought to the attention of
statistical mechanics community mainly through Kauffma
so-called NK model@18,19#. The main focus of the NK
model, and of the later coevolutionary NKC model@19#, is
the study of epistatic interactions~the influence of one gen
on another! by use of fitness functions. The main differen
between our model and Kauffman’s models is that the fitn
of an individual in our system depends on thefrequenciesby
which other locations in genotype space are occupied.

Taylor and Higgs@20# have studied pleiotropy and epist
sis ~the influence of one gene on several traits and the in
ence of one gene on another! in a model that combines an
generalizes aspects of the Higgs-Derrida model with the
static interactions of Kauffman’s models. Taylor and Hig
then derive a phenotypical fitness for the specific genoty
Kaneko and Yomo@21# have also studied models in whic
the difference between phenotype and genotype is accou
explicitly. In our model we make the drastic simplificatio
not to distinguish between genotype and phenotype.

Other models consider species as the elementary buil
block; these models neglect the specifics of the dynam
arising from reproduction and mutations at the level of in
viduals. The simplest of these models is the Bak-Snep
model@22#. The model aims to demonstrate that coevolutio
ary interactions are sufficient to produce intermittent dyna
ics that is then related to intermittency in the fossil reco
and to Eldredge and Gould’s concept of punctuated equ
rium @2–5#. Each species is characterized by a single num
between zero and one, the fitness, and the total numbe
species is kept constant. The model has interesting statis
properties but is difficult to relate to biological evolution.

Species level models of more detail than the Bak-Snep
model have been formulated recently by McKane, Alon
and Sole´ @23# and by Drossel, Higgs, and McKane@24#. The
emphasis in these models is on predator-prey interact
and food webs and are generalizations of early work by M
@25# and May and Anderson@26#. Our model is intended to
include all types of interactions between individuals, e
antagonistic or collaborative relationships, in addition
predator-prey competitions. Another important difference
that we define our model at the level of individuals in ord
to be able to study the emergence of species, something
possible in a species based model.

Most models of biological evolution assume that the d
namics is in a statistically stationary state. One marked
ception is the model considered by Sibani and co-work
@27–30#. This is an abstract species based model consis
of random walks in a rugged fitness landscape. The statis
of the jumps in this landscape are the same as the re
statistics considered some time ago by Sibani and Littlew
@31#. The pace of the dynamics of the model gradually slo
down as indicated by a logarithmically decreasing extinct
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rate. As we shall see below our individual based model a
exhibits a decreasing average extinction rate, a prop
found to be consistent with analysis of the fossil record@1#.

The paper is organized as follows. In the following se
tion, we define the model in detail. In Sec. III we discuss t
modes of the model’s emergent dynamics. In Sec. IV
show how the configurations generated dynamically gra
ally become better adapted in a collective sense. Sectio
demonstrates that the ecologies generated in the mode
hibit characteristics similar to those observed in real eco
gies. Section VI contains an analysis of the error thresh
We briefly present in Sec. VII a scan of the behavior of t
model for a range of the control parameters and in Sec. V
we conclude and summarize.

II. DEFINITION OF MODEL

We describe here in detail the structure and dynamics
the tangled-nature model.

A. Interaction

We represent an individual by a vectorSa

5(S1
a ,S2

a , . . . ,SL
a) in genotype spaceS. This representation

is frequently used; see, e.g., Refs.@10,11,13,19,32#. HereSi
a

may take the values61, i.e.,Sa denotes one of the corner
of theL-dimensional hypercube~in the present paper we us
L520). The coordinatesSi

a may be interpreted as genes wi
two alleles, or a string of either pyrimidines or purines. W
think of genotype spaceS as containing all possible ways o
combining the genomic building blocks into genome s
quences. Many sequences may not correspond to viable
ganisms. Whether this is the case or not is for the evoluti
ary dynamics to determine. All possible sequences are m
available for evolution to select from.

Individuals are labeled by greek lettersa,b, . . .
51,2, . . . ,N(t). When we refer, without reference to a sp
cific individual, to one of the 2L positions in genome space
we use roman superscriptsSa,Sb, . . . with a,b, . . .
51,2, . . . ,2L. Many different individualsSa,Sb, . . . , may
reside on the same position, saySa, in S.

The ability of an individuala to reproduce is controlled
by H(Sa,t):

H~Sa,t !5
1

cN~ t ! (
SPS

J~Sa,S!n~S,t !2mN~ t !, ~1!

wherec is a control parameter~see below!, N(t) is the total
number of individuals at timet, the sum is over the 2L loca-
tions S in S andn(S,t) is the occupancy of positionS. Two
positionsSa and Sb in genome space are coupled with th
fixed random strengthJab5J(Sa,Sb) that can be either posi
tive, negative or zero. The coupling is nonzero with probab
ity Q ~throughout the paper we useQ50.25), in which case
we assumeJabÞJba to be a deterministic but erratic functio
of the two positionsSa and Sb. We have checked that th
specific details of the form of the distribution of the nonze
values of the functionJ(Sa,Sb) are irrelevant. We choose
accordingly a form mainly determined by its numerical ef
4-2
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ciency. In the following subsection we describe the details
the specific procedure used. The distribution of the gener
interaction strengths is shown in Fig. 3 below.

1. Generation of interaction matrix

The interaction between two locations in genotype spa
Sa and Sb is generated as a productJ(Sa,Sb)
5Q(Sa,Sb)I (Sa,Sb). The first factorQ(Sa,Sb) is obtained
by interpreting the sequencesSa and Sb as binary numbers
~letting 21°0) and perform theXOR operation on the bi-
nary pair to obtain a new integer. This integer is used as
index in a lookup list to obtain either a 0 or 1 as thevalue of
Q(Sa,Sb). In case 1 is returned, the element of theI (Sa,Sb)
matrix is obtained in a similar way. This time, however, tw
arrays are needed. Each auxiliary array is of length 2L and
now the arrays contain uniformly distributed random nu
bers drawn from the interval@21,11#. The pair of arrays is
necessary in order to reproduce the asymmetry of
I (Sa,Sb) matrix. Two indices are generated from theSa and
Sb. The first one via the sameXOR operation is used to
calculate theQ(Sa,Sb) matrix element, whereas the seco
is simply the integer representingSb. The strength of inter-
action is taken to be the product of the members of e
array at the appropriate location. This ensures that the
ments of the matrices are nonsymmetric due to the sec
array index depending on the order of the operation. T
procedure is numerically extremely efficient and determin
tic, but has the side effect of generating a distribution o
slightly unusual form, see Fig. 3.

We stress that the coupling matrixJ(Sa,Sb) is meant to
includedall possible interactions between two individuals
a given genomic constitution. In our simplistic approach
given genome is imagined to lead uniquely to a certain se
attributes~phenotype! of the individuals/organisms. The lo
cations Sa and Sb represent blueprints for organisms th
exist in potentia. The positions may very likely be unoccu
pied but, if we were to construct individuals according to t
sequencesSa and Sb the two individuals would have som
specific features. The relationship between an organism
designSa and one of designSb may be as predator and pre
or parasitic, i.e.,Jab.0 andJba,0, but it can also be col-
laborative (Jab.0 andJba.0) or antagonistic (Jab,0 and
Jba,0), see Fig. 1. And certainly in some casesJab may
represent less direct couplings, e.g., some animals may
eat trees, nevertheless they breath the oxygen produce
the rain forest. In order to emphasis co-evolutionary asp
we haveexcluded‘‘self-interaction’’ among individuals lo-
cated at the same positionS in genome space, i.e.,J(S,S)
50 for all SPS. It is important to mention that including
self-interactions of the same order of strength as theJ cou-
plings do not change the qualitative behavior of the mod

The width of the distribution of couplings in the first ter
in Eq. ~1! is determined by the parameterc. TheJ(Sa,Sb) are
all distributed between21 and 1 and thereforeJ(Sa,Sb)/c
can assume values between21/c and 1/c. A very inhomo-
geneous population, in which different types of individua
can influence each other in very different ways, correspo
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to a broad range of possible couplings and, hence, to a s
value ofc.

The conditions of the physical environment are simplis
cally described by the termmN(t) in Eq. ~1!, wherem de-
termines the average sustainable total population size. T
is, the total carrying capacity of the environment. An i
crease inm corresponds to harsher physical conditions. T
is a simplification, though one should remember that wha
often considered as the physical conditions, e.g., tempera
or oxygen density, is to a degree determined by the acti
of other organisms and is therefore really a part of the bio
conditions. Consider, for example, the environment exp
enced by the bacterial flora in the intestines. Here one typ
bacteria live very much in an environment strongly infl
enced by the presence of other types of bacteria. In this s
some fluctuations in the environment may be thought of
included in the coupling matrixJ(Sa,Sb).

B. Reproduction, mutations, and annihilation

Asexual reproduction consists of one individual being
placed by two copies. Successful reproduction occurs for
dividualsSa with a probability per time unit given by

po f f~Sa,t !5
exp@H~Sa,t !#

11exp@H~Sa,t !#
P@0,1#. ~2!

In the case of sexual reproduction an individualSa is
picked at random and paired with another randomly cho
individual Sb with Hamming distanced5 1

2 ( i 51
L uSi

a2Si
bu

<dmax ~allowing at mostdmax pairs of genes to differ!. The
pair produces an offspring g with probability
Apo f f(S

a,t)po f f(S
b,t), whereSi

g is chosen at random from
one of the two parent genes, eitherSi

a or Si
b . For dmax>1

this procedure may be thought of as being similar to reco

FIG. 1. Examples of possible realizations of the couplingsJab

between different positionsSa andSb in genotype space represen
ing collaborative ~1,1!, antagonistic (2,2) or predator prey
(1,2), and (2,1) relationships.
4-3
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bination. The maximum separation criterion has been stud
by several authors, see, e.g., Refs.@10,13#.

We allow for mutations in the following way: with prob
ability pmut per gene we perform a change of signSi

g→
2Si

g , during the reproduction process.
For simplicity, an individual is removed from the syste

with a constant probabilitypkill per time step~we usepkill
50.2). This procedure is implemented both for asexual
sexually reproducing individuals. Darwinian evolution a
sumes that reproduction rates are of prime importance.
total number of offspring produced by an individual will o
course depend onpo f f as well as on the duration of th
period during which the individual is reproductively activ
which on the other hand depends onpkill since pkill will
affect the life expectancy of a particular individual. It is im
portant to mention that our main interest is concerned w
long time behavior at the level of the entire ecology, e.g.,
lifetimes of species~or types! rather than the lifetimes o
individuals. Given this perspective, the assumption of a c
stantpkill common to all individuals, is not expected to be
serious limitation. We simply let the genotype dependence
po f f to account for the combined reproductive efficien
caused by an individual’s reproduction rate and lifetime
pectancy.

A time step consists ofoneannihilation attempt followed
by one reproduction attempt. One generation consists
N(t)/pkill time steps, which is the average time taken to k
all currently living individuals.

Initially we place N(0)5500 individuals at randomly
chosen positions. The results are independent of initial c
ditions. We obtain the same results if all individuals are
cated at the same position initially.

The present paper’s main focus is on the asexual mod
reproduction and results presented are for asexual individ
except otherwise stated.

III. DYNAMICAL STABILITY

Neglecting fluctuations in the occupancyn(S,t), the
above dynamics is described by the following set of eq
tions ~one equation for each position in the genotype spa!:

n~S,t11!5n~S,t !1$po f f~S,t !@2~12pmut!
L21#

2pkill %
n~S,t !

N~ t !
12pmut~12pmut!

L21

3 (
^S8,S&

po f f~S8,t !
n~S8,t !

N~ t !
, ~3!

where the sum is over the nearest neighbors ofS. Stationary
solutions require the system to find configurations in ge
type space for which all positions satisfy the demand t
either n(S,t)50 or if n(S,t)Þ0 @neglecting the mutationa
back flow represented by the last term in Eq.~3!#, we must
have

po f f5
pkill

2~12pmut!
L21

[pq2ESS. ~4!
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The fitnesspo f f(S
a,t) of individuals at a positionSa depends

on the occupancyn(Sb,t) of all the sitesSb with which site
Sa is connected through couplingsJab. Accordingly, a small
perturbation in the occupancy at one position may be abl
disturb the balance in Eq.~4! betweenpo f f(S,t), pkill , and
pmut on connected sites. In this way an imbalance at one
can spread as a chain reaction through the system, pos
causing a global reconfiguration of the occupancy in ge
type space.

We show in Fig. 2 the occupancy in genotype space p
ted as a function of time for asexual reproduction. Periods
stable configurations are separated by fast transitions.
have called the stable periods as ‘‘quasievolutionary sta
strategies’’~qESS! since they are reminiscent of the evol
tionary stable strategies~ESS! introduced by Maynard Smith
@33#. The transition periods between the qESS are charac
ized by a rapidly changing occupation in genotype space.
call these periods forhectic periodsto emphasize the hecti
rearrangement of the occupation of positions in genot
space, i.e,n(S,t) changes very rapidly as a function oft
during the hectic phases in contrast to the situation dur
the qESS.

It is interesting to investigate just how stable the qE
are. We have done this by applying different types of pert
bations in the qESS. The result is that the qESS are v
stable against global perturbations, such as a brief or a
ing increase in control parametersm,c or pkill . Changes of
up to 50% in these parameters, either permanently or fo
period of 100 generations, only effect the total populati
size and is typically not able to kick the population out of
present qESS configuration in genotype space. In contra
similar perturbation of the mutation rate easily destabiliz
the qESS configuration.

We stress that the segregation~or speciation! to be dis-
cussed below is an effect of different couplings between
ferent positionsSa and Sb. When we assumeJ(Sa,Sb)5J0

FIG. 2. The occupation in genotype space plotted as a func
of generation time. The genotypes are enumerated in an arbi
manner. If a position is occupied at a given moment in time, a do
placed at the corresponding number along they axis at that instant
in time. Parameters arec50.5, m50.005, andLpmut50.25.
4-4
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independent ofSa andSb, the population is not concentrate
around a subset of the positions in genotype space, ins
the population is smeared out through the space in a dif
manner. Self-interaction, however, can cause segregation
rather trivial way. Namely, if we include a distribution o
J(S,S) values, segregation may occur even in the case wh
all interaction terms assume the same value:J(Sa,Sb)5J0
for SaÞSb. However, this type of selection of configuration
in genotype space is not very interesting since for the site
become occupied is determined by the arbitrarily assig
self-interactionsJ(S,S) and not by the collective dynamica
adaptation at play whenJ(S,S)50 andJ(Sa,Sb) assumes a
distribution of differentJ values. In reality one will expec
the selection of species to be caused by a mixture of s
interaction and interaction between different species. To
cide which one is dominant might be difficult and will ce
tainly be system specific.

There is a significant difference between the distribut
of active couplings,pact@J(Sa,Sb)#, in the qESS and the dis
tribution during the hectic transitions. We show in Fig. 3 t
distribution from which theJbare(S

a,Sb) are sampled to-
gether with the distribution of couplings between occup
sites after a large number of generations. During the he
phases there is clearly no noticeable difference between
‘‘bare’’ distribution of the J(Sa,Sb) and the distribution of
active couplings, i.e., couplings between occupied positio
During the qESS we observe a slight bias towards positivJ
values of the active couplings. This slight shift towards mo
positive couplings will, according to Eqs.~1! and~2!, lead to
an increased reproduction rate during the qESS. The m
festation of this difference between the hectic periods and
qESS is illustrated in Fig. 4. We see that the distribution oH
values in the qESS during both modes of the dynamics c
tains a narrow peak. In the qESS, the peak inp(H) is sepa-
rated from a strongly negative band of support. The value

FIG. 3. The distribution from which the values of the couplin
J(Sa,Sb) are drawn at the start of the simulations~dashed curve!
together with the probability density function of the couplings b
tween occupied sites~solid curve! during the hectic periods~top
panel! and during the qESS~bottom panel!. Parameters arec
50.01,m50.01, andLpmut50.2.
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H in this band are so negative that the correspond
po f f(H) are negligible~see the inset in Fig. 4!. Genotype
positions corresponding to this band consist of unfit positio
next to highly occupied and very fit positions. The reas
these positions are occupied at all is that they are supplie
mutations occurring on the neighboring fit positions. T
conclusion of these considerations is that the dynamics
ing the qESS as well as during the hectic periods are c
trolled by the reproduction of individuals withH values in
the two respective peaks ofp(H).

The location of the peaks ofp(H) is determined in the
following way. During the hectic periods the occupation
positions in genotype space is highly unstable andn(S,t
11) is only related ton(S,t) in an erratic way, the balanc
equation~3! is never fulfilled for nonzeron(S,t)50. The
only constraint onpo f f during the hectic periods is accord
ingly that the total population remains constant on avera
which implies that on averagepo f f5pkill . This explains why
in Fig. 4 the peak inp(H) during the hectic periods corre
sponds to a peak inp(po f f) centered atpkill 50.2. The situ-
ation is different during the qESS. Here the occupation of
selected positions in genotype space remains approxima
constant and Eq.~4! applies. Substituting the relevant value
pkill 50.2, pmut50.0125, andL520 into Eq. ~4! produces
po f f50.36, which explains the position of the peak
p(po f f) during the qESS.

IV. TIME-DEPENDENT AVERAGES

For simplicity we concentrate again on the asexual mo
in this section. For large genome lengthL the system is al-
ways in a transient. The time needed to reach the station
state increases exponentially withL and is therefore unreach
able for any biologically relevant values ofL.

A. Increasing q-ESS durations

The gradual change in the statistical measures of
model is seen directly as a slow increase with time of
average duration of the qESS. To demonstrate this we s

-

FIG. 4. The probability density function for the weight functio
H ~main frame! and reproduction ratespo f f ~inset! during the hectic
transitions~dashed curve! and in the qESS~solid curve!. Parameters
arec50.08,m50.005, andLpmut50.25.
4-5
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in Fig. 5 the average number of transitionsVT(t) between
qESS within a time window of fixed sizeT as a function of
time t measured in number of generations. We chooseT suf-
ficiently big to get reasonble statistics on the number of tr
sitions duringT generations and keepT small compared with
the total number of generations simulated to be able to fi
a large number ofT windows. The result does not depen
qualitatively on the choice ofT. It is clear thatVT(t) de-
creases with increasingt, however, it is very difficult to ob-
tain sufficient statistics to be able to determine the functio
dependence ofVT(t) on t, though a very slow exponentialt
dependence is suggested in Fig. 5. Despite these sam
difficulties, it is evident that the duration of the qESS,
average, increases with time. This corresponds to a decr
in the extinction rate, consistent with analysis of the fos
record@1#.

B. Increasing population size, diversity, and complexity

The gradual growth of the duration of the stable qE
epochs indicates that the dynamics of the system is abl
produce more stable or better adapted configurations
genotype space. It is difficult to test quantitatively the stab
ity of the qESS with respect to perturbations. That the po
lation is distributed in an increasingly more efficient mann
in genotype space can be seen directly from the increas
the total population sizeN(t) averaged over an ensemble
different realizations of the stochastic elements of the
namics. Figure 6 contains the average total popula
^N(t)& together with the ensemble average of the divers
^D(t)&, where D(t) is defined as the number of differen
occupied positionsS in genotype space at timet. The aver-
age diversity also increases with time.

Let us briefly consider how the total population size c
increase. We saw in Sec. III that essentiallypo f f is narrowly
distributed either aboutpkill or, as in the qESS, about th
valuepq2ESSin Eq. ~4!. The increase inN(t) is therefore not
an effect of a gradual increase inpo f f . Simulations indeed

FIG. 5. The average number of transitions during a window
sizeT51000 generations as a function of generation time. Par
eters arec50.01, m50.01, andLpmut50.2. The average is ove
400 realizations.
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confirm that the average offspring probability always r
mains constant over the entire run. In biological observati
and experiments, for reasons of uniqueness, the reprodu
rate is identified asfitness. In this sense the fitness of th
individuals remains, on average, constant in the TaNa mo
as presumably is also the case in biological macroevolut
though the microbial experiments by Lenski and Travisa
@34# demonstrate that the reproductive fitness can increas
a result of adaptation in microevolution.

The increase in the average population size^N(t)& ob-
served in the TaNa model is caused by the system’s abilit
generate configurations that increase the interaction term
the weight functionH(S,t) defined in Eq.~1!. When the first
term increases, the second termmN(t) in Eq. ~1! can in-
crease as well, while the totalH(S,t) remains, on average
fixed.

The increase in the interaction term ofH(S,t) is achieved
in several ways. First, the population is spread out onto
increasing numberD(t) of different genotypes, as seen
Fig. 6. Moreover, the evolutionary dynamics tends to p
duce occupied sites that are interacting with an increa
number of other occupied sites, i.e., the number of nonz
termsJ(Sa,S)n(S) in H(Sa,t) in Eq. ~1! grows as the sys-
tem produces configurations that are able to benefit be
from the possible mutual interactions represented
J(Sa,S). The distribution of active interaction links is show
at an early and a much later time in Fig. 7. We have not b
able to resolve a shift with time in the distribution of th
values of the active interaction strengthsJ(Sa,Sb).

The increase in the diversity and the number of act
links connected to an occupied position can be interprete
an increase in the complexity of the configurations produ
by the evolutionary dynamics. Selection and adaptation
erate at the level of the entire configuration in genoty
space rather than at the level of individual genotypes. T
highlights that the biological concept of fitness makes m
sense when considered as acollective property of an ecology,
rather than an observable characteristic of the individual s
cies or individual members of a population.

f
-

FIG. 6. The ensemble averaged total population~top! and diver-
sity ~bottom! as function of generation time for the same ensem
as in Fig. 5.
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C. Record statistics

The observation in the preceding section that the dyn
ics of the TaNa model leads to an increase in a numbe
measurable quantities, taken together with the intermit
nature of the dynamics, suggests that the transitions betw
consecutive qESS epochs correspond to record transit
One can imagine that some characteristic measures o
collective level of adaptation of the configurations genera
in genotype space achieves an ever increasing value a
system undergoes a transition from one qESS to the nex

Sibani and co-workers@27–31# have studied record dy
namics and shown that the probability forn records in a
sequence oft independently drawn random numbers is Po
son distributed on a logarithmic time scale, or equivalen
that the logarithm of the ratio of the time between thekth
and the (k21)th record,tk5 ln(tk /tk21), is exponentially dis-
tributed, P(t.x)5exp(2lx). Sibani and co-workers@27–
30# have also demonstrated the relevance of record stati
to the dynamics of the Kauffman NK model@18,19#.

Accordingly, it is interesting to investigate if the time d
pendence of the statistics observed in the TaNa model ex
its signs of record statistics. To do this, we study the dis
bution of the variabletk5 ln(tk /tk21), where tk denotes the
time at which thekth transition between consecutive qES
epochs occurs. We show in Fig. 8 thattk is exponentially
distributed for large values and algebraically distributed
small values oftk .

The exponential tail in Fig. 8 suggests that the transit
times in the TaNa model follow record statistics in the reg
of larget values, corresponding to the regime of long qE
durations. The algebraic form ofp(t) for small t values
indicates significant correlations for transitions that occur
in rapid succession. The question is which quantity evol
according to record dynamics. We have so far not been
to identify a variable of the system, which jumps mono
nously to ever higher values at the transition times. In

FIG. 7. The number of occupied positions in genotype sp
with a given number of active links connected to other occup
position in genotype space. The solid line is after 500 generati
the dashed line is recorded after 105 generations. Parameters arec
50.01,m50.01, andLPmut50.02.
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evolution models studied by Sibaniet al. @27–30# the fitness
increases through consecutive records. As mentioned ab
in the TaNa model the reproductive fitnesspo f f remains, on
average, constant. The increase in the average duration o
qESS~see Fig. 5! suggests that the stability of the config
rations in genotype space gradually increases. To exp
this, one should study the temporal behavior of the eig
value spectrum of the stability matrix of the effective evol
tion equations in Eq.~3!. We expect that the number of un
stable directions, on average, decreases with time, thoug
a given realization fluctuations probably prevent a stric
monotonous behavior.

V. SPECIES ABUNDANCE FUNCTION

The fundamental quantity to describe an ecology is
species abundance function@35#. The species abundanc
W(r) is the ratioW of species that contains a ratior of the
total population. It is well known that the a general prec
concept of species is difficult to define, see, e.g., Chap. 1
Ref. @36# for a list of seven different definitions of specie
When one is dealing with asexual individuals, as we
doing here, it is probably best to define species from
point of view of genomic similarity. Hence, we use the ter
species to denote individual positions in genotype space.
ally, one would perhaps define species as local region
genotype space, unfortunately our present maximal sys
size~about 106 individuals andL520) is too small for such
a coarse grained definition. Our model remains a qualita
one. Using this definition of species we plot in Fig. 9 t
species abundance function for the TaNa model durin
qESS. A large number of positions are occupied by a sm
number of individuals; the occupancy of these positions
never established for extended periods during the qESS.
robust species contain a reasonable number of individ
and are distributed according to the broad peak. The p
can be fitted by a log-normal curve in a way similar to o

e
d
s,

FIG. 8. The probability densityp(t) of the logarithmic waiting
time t. The top graph is a double logarithmic plot ofp(t) exhibit-
ing a power law behavior in the region of smallt values. The
bottom plot is a linear-log plot of the same data. Here one sees
the behavior ofp(t) for large values oft is consistent with a slow
exponential decay. Parameters are as for Fig. 7.
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served species abundance functions, see, e.g., Ref.@35#. We
note that comparable species abundance functions are f
in the predator-prey model studied by McKane, Alonso, a
Solé @23#.

VI. THE ERROR THRESHOLD

At sufficiently large mutation ratespmut , offsprings are so
different from their parents that the occupation in genoty
space rapidly moves from one position to the next. When
happens, it becomes impossible to establish the qESS se
Fig. 2 and consequently the entire simulation consists of
hectic period. The change from the behavior depicted in F
2, where the hectic periods are of much shorter duration t
the qESS, to the behavior where the qESS are absent, o
over a very narrow region ofpmut values. Considering firs
large values ofpmut we gradually decreasepmut in the simu-
lations and we identify the threshold value,pth of pmut at
which qESS are observed as the error threshold@7,11#. In
Fig. 10 we plot the simulated value ofpth for different values
of the width parameterc.

We can estimate thec dependence ofpth by the following
argument. From Fig. 4 we know that the distribution ofpo f f
in the hectic periods is centered aboutpkill and in the qESS
is centered aboutpq2ESS defined in Eq.~4!. Changing the
parameterc will change the width of the distribution of th
po f f values @see Eqs.~1! and ~2!#. It will be possible to
establish qESS in between the hectic periods ifpkill 1sp
>pq2ESS, where sp is the half width of the peak in the
distribution of po f f in the hectic periods. We translate th
argument to the distribution of theH values and obtain the
following estimate forpth :

pth512221/L@~12pkill !e
2a/c111pkill #

1/L. ~5!

Here we have assumed that the widthsH of the peak in the
distribution ofH values will be given bysH5a/c @see Eq.
~1!# in which casea is a measure of the standard deviation
the factor in Eq. ~1! multiplying 1/c. We have useda
50.07 to fit the simulation data in Fig. 10. This value

FIG. 9. The species abundance distribution. The peak in
distribution is compared with the log-normal form~dashed curve!.
Parameters arec50.01,m5531025, andLpmut50.2.
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somewhat larger but of the right order of magnitude as
corresponding quantity measured during the simulation.

VII. PARAMETER DEPENDENCE

For completeness, we present here the dependenc
the parametersc andm in the weight functionH defined in
Eq. ~1!.

We show in Figs. 11 and 12 the averaged occupation m
sured as the ratio between the average number of individ
and the average number of occupied positions in genot
space for purely asexual and sexually reproducing pop
tions, respectively. As expected, the system is able to sup
the largest populations in the region of smallm parameter
and broad distribution of coupling strength, i.e., small valu

e FIG. 10. The loss of q-ESS occurs for mutation rates above
circles. For comparison, the theoretically predicted error thresh
pmut

th (c) is shown fora50.07 ~see main text!. The carrying capac-
ity parameter ism50.005.

FIG. 11. The ratio between the average size of the popula
and the average diversity as function of the width parameterc and
the physical environment parameterm. The data are for a system
with asexual reproduction withLpmut50.2.
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of c. The sexual reproduction is most sensitive to a decre
in the carrying capacity~increase inm) or a decrease in the
width of the range of possibleJ(Sa,Sb) couplings~increase
in c).

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The tangled-nature model may be considered as a m
ematical framework for the study of evolutionary ecolog
The dynamics of the model is defined at the level of in
viduals, either as asexual or as sexually reproducing in
viduals. All ecological structures in the model arise throu
emergence. The model is able to generate many of the
served features of biological evolution starting from a ba
implementation of the key assumptions in the Darwin
evolution paradigm.

The density of individuals in genotype space segrega
corresponding to the emergence of distinct species. The
teraction between individuals gives rise to a jerky or int
mittent macrodynamics, in which quasistable configuratio
~the qESS! in genotype space are abruptly replaced by n

FIG. 12. The same data and parameters as in Fig. 11 excep
the data in this figure is for a sexually reproducing population.
r.

n
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quasistable configurations. This mode of operation can
compared with the intermittent behavior observed in the f
sil record and emphasized by Gould and Eldredge as
term ‘‘punctuated equilibrium’’@4#. The TaNa model is al-
ways in a transient where the configurations generated
result of adaptation to the coevolutionary selective press
gradually produce configurations or ecologies in genoty
space, which collectively exhibit a higher degree of adap
tion, in the sense that the average lifetime of these qE
increases slowly. This behavior compares well with the o
servation that the fossil record indicates a decrease in
extinction rate@1#. The increase in the lifetime of the qESS
associated with an increase in the complexity~species diver-
sity and the number of active interactions! of successive con-
figurations. This gradual time dependence together with
intermittent nature of the dynamics suggest that some c
acteristic of the evolving ecosystem might be undergo
record statistics in the sense of Sibani and co-workers@27–
30#. So far we have unfortunately not been able to ident
the appropriate effective variable that moves through
records but we expect this variable to be related to the
bility matrix of the effective dynamical equation.

The species abundance distribution generated by the T
model encourages future studies of larger populations w
longer genome sequences. This will enable a hierarch
study of the taxonomic organization of the generated eco
gies. Using distance criteria in genotype space one can s
the clustering of individuals into species, of species into g
era, etc. Future studies will also examine the phylogen
structures in detail, especially during the radiation of spec
encountered in the transition periods between qESS. U
longer genome sequences and a more smoothly var
weight function, we expect the TaNa model to be able
illuminate the evolutionary competition between sexual a
asexual reproductions.
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